
ONKIO HAUS HAS THE DISTINCTION 

One of Japan’s longest-established postproduction 
studios has upgraded with Eve Audio and Avid. 
Caroline Moss reports

In the Haus
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The upgraded Studio MA-1

Onkio Haus manager Hamakazu Goto and chief engineer Hirito Kubota

The studio has been equipped with an Avid S6 control surface; TAC Systems VMC-102 controller

Onkio Haus is the first 
major installation in Tokyo for 
Eve Audio



equipment. The plugins have been 
upgraded, and now include the McDSP 
Emerald Pack, Audio Ease Altiverb 7 XL, 
iZotope RX 4, Waves Diamond Bundle 
and Waves SSL 4000 Collection.

And making its debut at the studio is 
TAC Systems’ new controller, the TAC 
VMC-102, designed by Mr Yamazaki 
himself. This is a speaker controller 
which can be inset into the centre of 
the Avid S6 to centralise all speaker 
functions. The VMC-102 enables multi-

stem mixing and monitoring with stereo 
and 5.1 capability, and can also step 
up to handle Dolby Atmos and MPEG-H 
mixing.

‘This was a good testing ground for the 
VMC-102, and Onkio Haus have given us 
really good feedback,’ says Mr Yamazaki. 
‘They started off with the prototype, 
and I’ve made lots of improvements 
to the production unit based on the 
feedback they gave me. Avid is using it 
for demonstrations on stands at various 
trade shows, and it is now shipping 
outside of Japan.’

As for working on the new Avid S6, 
studio engineer Hirito Kubota found 
the transition to a smaller console 
very straightforward. ‘I like the fact 
everything is much closer together and 
I don’t have to deal with a big control 
surface,’ he says. ‘I mix down from Pro 
Tools; the systems are designed to work 
seamlessly together, so it’s really tight 
and all the information is displayed very 
clearly. We’ve been working on Pro Tools 
since 2011, so it’s good to now have a 

sharing with clients really easy too, as 
we can easily make Pro Tools session 

The studio has retained its Yamaha 
NS10s for stereo monitoring. ‘These 
monitors are very common in 
postproduction studios; everyone still 
uses them as they are really familiar 
with the sound of the NS10s,’ says Mr 
Hamakazu.

The newly-refurbished studio has 
allowed Onkio Haus to improve its 

to its clients. Studio MA-1 has become 
busier as a result of the upgrade, and is 

types of work. This has gained Onkio 

Haus some new clients while retaining 
happy existing ones. ‘The upgrade has 
increased our reputation even more,’ 
says Mr Hamakazu.

Onkio Haus has also become one of 

‘We have always been driven to install 
something new, and this is no exception; 
we are always pushing ahead,’ continues 
Mr Hamakazu. ‘There aren’t even so 
many 7.1 studios in Tokyo yet, so we are 

been upgraded to 4K resolution, so we 
have really future-proofed our studio with 
this installation.’ 

www.tacsystem.com 

www.onkio.co.jp
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Onkio Haus chief engineer Hirito Kubota and manager Hamakazu Goto 
with Tac Systems’ Jun Yamazaki and Sayuri Kimura

Onkio Haus chief engineer, 
Hirito Kubota hard at work on the 
Avid S6

Inside the vocal booth


